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Come With Us on a Journey to “Mysterious Britain”
On Saturday, June 5th, 2010, the 10th Lange Nacht der Wissenschaften will take place at
different locations in Berlin and Potsdam. This year, the students of the Centre for British
Studies ask you to join them on a fascinating journey to Great Britain and cordially invite you
to their exciting event
“Mysterious Britain“
Support the famous master detective Sherlock Holmes by helping him solve a puzzling case.
Be part of his very own tour through England, Wales, Scotland and Northern Ireland and
assist Holmes in uncovering the mystery surrounding the football cup of 1966. A great
opportunity to explore the characteristics and cultures of this eccentric island!
Experience the tradition of English High Tea and meet real royals! Follow a Welsh dragon
into the world of mining! Pit your strength at the Scottish Highland Games and have a closer
look at the famous Loch Ness monster afterwards! Meet magical leprechauns in Northern
Ireland and listen to the poems of Nobel Prize winning poet Seamus Heaney!
We will offer refreshments and typically British specialties in our pub. There will be
numerous activities for younger visitors as well!

Lange Nacht der Wissenschaften – Mysterious Britain

June 5th, 2010, 5pm – 1am
Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin/ Main Building/1st Floor, Room 2103
The exhibition is open for everyone. We are looking forward to your visit!
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The Centre for British Studies is an interdisciplinary research institute at the Humboldt- Universität zu Berlin. The institute, the first of its
kind in Germany, conducts comprehensive research and offers teaching, lectures and conferences on a broad interdisciplinary agenda
focusing on the United Kingdom. The Centre has been teaching the international, interdisciplinary and practice oriented “Master in British
Studies” (M.B.S.) course for ten years.

